RESOLUTION NO. 19-03
RESOLUTION OF THE CITY COUNCIL OF THE TOWN OF HILLSBOROUGH
ADOPTING COUNCIL POLICY NO. 19-01 ESTABLISHING LOCATION
AND DESIGN STANDARDS FOR WIRELESS COMMUNICATION FACILITIES
AND OTHER INFRASTRUCTURE DEPLOYMENTS

RECITALS
WHEREAS, pursuant to the California Constitution, Article XI, section 7; California
Government Code section 37100 and other applicable law, the Town
Council may make and enforce within its limits all local, police, sanitary and
other ordinances, resolutions and other regulations not in conflict with
general laws.
WHEREAS, the Town traditionally regulates wireless communication facilities ("WCFs "),
both on private property and within the public rights-of-way, by regulations
contained in Hillsborough Municipal Code Chapter 15.32, which the city
council of the Town of Hillsborough (the "Town Council") adopted by
Ordinance No. 720 (Mar. 9, 2015) and amended by Ordinance No. 738
(Jul. 11, 2016).
WHEREAS, since the Town Council last amended Chapter 15.32, significant changes in
federal laws that affect local authority over WCFs and other related
infrastructure deployments have occurred, including, but not limited to, the
following :

•

On August 2, 2018, the Federal Communications Commission ("FCC")
adopted a Third Report & Order and Declaratory Ruling in the
rulemaking proceeding titled Accelerating Wireline and Wireless
Broadband Deployment by Removing Barriers to Infrastructure
Investment, 33 FCC Red. 7705 (rel. Aug. 3, 2018) (the "August
Order"), that formally prohibited express and de facto moratoria for all
personal wireless services, telecommunications services and their
related facilities under 47 U.S.C. § 253(a) and directed the Wireless
Telecommunications Bureau and Wireline Competition Bureau to hear
and resolve all complaints on an expedited basis; and

•

On September 26, 2018, the FCC adopted a Declaratory Ruling and
Third Report and Order in the same rulemaking proceeding , --- FCC
Red. ---, FCC 18-133 (rel. Sep. 27, 2018) (the "September Order''),
which , among many other things, creates a new regulatory classification
for small wireless facilities , alters existing "shot clock" regulations to
require local public agencies to do more in less time, establishes a
national standard for an effective prohibition that replaces the existing
"significant gap'' test adopted by the United States Court of Appeals for

the Ninth Circuit and provides that a failure to act within the applicable
timeframe presumptively constitutes an effective prohibition .
WHEREAS, in addition to the changes described above, local authority may be further
impacted by other pending legislative, judicial and regulatory proceedings,
including but not limited to:

•

The "STREAMLINE Small Cell Deployment Act" (S. 3157) proposed by
Senator John Thune that, among other things, wou ld apply specifically
to "small" WCFs and require local governments to review applications
based on objective standards, shorten the shot clock timeframes,
require all local undertakings to occur within the shot clock timeframes
and provide a "deemed granted" remedy for failure to act within the
applicable shot clock; and

•

Further orders and/or declaratory rulings by the FCC from the same
rulemaking proceeding as the August Order and September Order; and

•

Multiple petitions for reconsideration and judicial review filed by state
and local governments against the August Order and September Order,
which could cause the rules in either order to change or be invalidated.

WHEREAS, given the rapid and substantial changes in applicable law, the active and
effective federal prohibition on reasonable moratorium ordinances to allow
local public agencies to study these changes and develop appropriate
responses and the significant adverse consequences for noncompliance
with these changes in applicable law, the Town Council finds that aesthetic
and operational regulations adopted through a resolution that supplements
Chapter 15.32 and that may be quickly amended is a necessary and
appropriate means to protect the public health , safety and welfare from the
potential harm caused by unregulated WCF and other infrastructure
deployments.
WHEREAS, on November 28, 2018, December 13, 2018 and January 3, 2019 the Town
held community meetings, at which stakeholders could learn about wireless
and other infrastructure deployment issues, discuss potential local
regulatory responses to the recent changes in federal law and express their
design and location preferences, practical and safety concerns, policy
views and the essential loca l values that make Hillsborough a uniquely
beautiful, rural residential community.
WHEREAS, Council Policy No. 19-01, attached hereto as Exhibit "A" and incorporated
herein by this reference , contains the "Design standards" from Chapter
15.32, as amended to reflect the changes in law, respond to stakeholder
feedback and preserve the Town's police powers to protect the public
health , safety and welfare to the maximum extent feasible.
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WHEREAS, on January 14, 2019, the Town Council held a duly noticed public hearing
to consider an ordinance and urgency ordinance to amend Chapter 15.32
at which the Town Council received, reviewed and considered the staff
report, written and oral testimony from the public and other information in
the record, introduced the ordinance and adopted the urgency ordinance.
WHEREAS, on January 14, 2019, the Town Council held a duly noticed public hearing
to consider this Resolution and Council Policy No. 19-01 at which the Town
Council received , reviewed and considered the staff report, written and oral
testimony from the public and other information in the record.
NOW, THEREFORE, THE TOWN COUNCIL HEREBY FINDS, DETERMINES AND
RESOLVES AS FOLLOWS:
1.

Findings. The Town Council finds that: (a) the facts set forth in the recitals in this
Resolution are true and correct and incorporated by reference; (b) the recitals
constitute findings in this matter and, together with the staff report, other written
reports , public testimony and other information contained in the record, are an
adequate and appropriate evidentiary basis for the actions taken in this Resolution;
(c) the provisions in this Resolution and Council Policy No. 19-01 are consistent
with the General Plan, Municipal Code and applicable federal and state law; and (d)
neither this Resolution nor Council Policy No. 19-01 will be detrimental to the public
interest, health, safety, convenience or welfare.

2.

Council Policy No. 19-01. The Town Council approves and adopts Council Policy
No. 19-01 .

3.

Environmental Review. Pursuant to California Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA")
Guidelines § 15378 and California Public Resources Code § 21065, the Town
Council finds that this Resolution is not a "project" because its adoption is not an
activity that has the potential for a direct physical change or reasonably foreseeable
indirect physical change in the environment. Even if this Resolution qualified as a
"project" subject to CEQA, the Town Council finds that, pursuant to CEQA
Guidelines § 15061 (b)(3), there is no possibility that this project will have a
significant impact on the physical environment. This Resolution merely restates
substantially the same standards as previously contained in Chapter 15.32 but in a
manner that complies with new federal regulations. This Resolution does not
directly or indirectly authorize or approve any actual changes in the physical
environment. Applications for any new WCF or change to an existing WCF would
be subject to additional environmental review on a case-by-case basis. Accordingly,
the Town Council finds that this Resolution is not subject to CEQA or, in the
alternative, is exempt from CEQA under the general rule.

4.

Severability. If any section , subsection, paragraph , sentence , clause, phrase or
term (each a "Provision") in this Resolution or Council Policy No. 19-01 , or any
Provision's application to any person or circumstance, is held illegal, invalid or
unconstitutional by a court of competent jurisdiction , all other Provisions not held
illegal, invalid or unconstitutional, or such Provision's application to other persons or
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circumstances, shall not be affected . The Town Council declares that it would have
passed this Resolution and Council Policy No. 19-01 , and each Provision therein,
whether any one or more Provisions be declared illegal, invalid or unconstitutional.
5.

Effective Date. This Resolution and Council Policy No. 19-01 will become
immediately effective upon adoption by the Town Council and will remain effective
until amended, superseded or repealed by a separate resolution adopted by the
Town Council.

6.

Publication. The City Clerk shall cause this Resolution and Council Policy No. 1901 to be published in electronic form on the Town 's website, in physical form for
public inspection at Town Hall and at least two other public places within the Town
and in any other manner required by law.

~~

~ of Hillsborough

This resolution was adopted by the City Council of the Town of Hillsborough at its
regular meeting held on the 14th day of January 2019, by the following vote of the
members thereof:
AYES:

Councilmembers

Christianson, Royse, Benton, Chuang, May

NOES:

Councilmembers

None
---'-~--------------------

ABSENT:

Councilmembers

-None
~---------------------

ABSTAIN :

Councilmembers

...;...:..:::..;...:..:;..__

None

_ _ ______ _ _____ _ _ _
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EXHIBIT "A"
COUNCIL POLICY No. 19-01
(begins behind this coversheet)
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TOWN OF HILLSBOROUGH

Policy No. 19-01

TOWN COUNCIL POLICY

Adopted: January 14, 2019
Revised :

GENERAL SUBJECT: DESIGN STANDARDS FOR INFRASTRUCTURE
DEPLOYMENTS

Design Standards.
A.

This policy identifies preferences and requirements for the location and design of
WCFs, both on private property and within the public rights-of-way, to provide
guidance to (1) prospective applicants as they seek authorization to construct,
install, operate, maintain, repair and collocate WCFs in appropriate locations within
the town , and (2) the city manager in determining whether to grant, grant with
conditions or to deny a WCF application. The Town desires to promote cleanly
organized and streamlined infrastructure deployments that utilize the smallest and
least intrusive means available to provide essential and beneficial utility services to
the community without harming its rural residential character. To that end, this
policy is guided by three core principles: First, community health and safety is a
paramount concern in all aspects of public right-of-way management and no WCF
or other infrastructure deployment shall be permitted in the Town's right-of-way
unless it complies with all applicable health and safety regulations. Second, new
obstructions and enlargements of existing obstructions in the public rights-of-way
implicate both safety and aesthetic concerns and should be avoided to the
maximum extent technically feasible and legally permissible. Third , new
development should enhance rather than detract from the community's cha racter
and , when new or enlarged obstructions cannot be avoided , the applicant must
minimize the adverse aesthetic impacts by placing, designing and finishing the
equipment in a manner that conceals and blends it with the surrounding
environment.

B. This policy applies to all new WCFs and to all collocations and modifications to
existing WCFs, except collocations and modifications to existing WCFs that qualify
as a Section 6409(a) modification. Unless otherwise provided in this policy, the
preferences and requirements in this resolution shall apply equally to WCFs on
private property and within the public rights-of-way. To the extent that other
infrastructure deployments, including without limitation any deployments that
require approval pursuant to Chapter 12.12, involve the same or substantially
similar structures, apparatus, equipment, fixtures , equipment or improvements, the
town official responsible to review and approve or deny requests for authorization in
connection with such other infrastructure deployment shall apply the preferences
and requirements in this resolution unless specifically prohibited by applicable law.
C.

In addition to the ordered location preferences listed in Hillsborough Municipal Code
§ 15.32.070 .C, a WCF and any other infrastructure deployment must comply with
the following :
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1.

A WCF or any other infrastructure deployment shall not be permitted on any
new, non-replacement wood poles, unless the wood pole is integrated into a
fully concealed pre-approved design pursuant to Section R of this policy.

2.

Any antenna(s) proposed to be installed on an existing wood utility pole must
be installed directly above the pole within a canister style shroud or radome ,
unless the applicant demonstrates with objective, fact-based evidence that a
top-mounted antenna would be technically infeasible.

3.

Applicants that propose to install a WCF on a new, non-replacement pole must
install a support structure that fully conceals the equipment from public view
and blends with the surrounding environment, which may include, for example,
a new streetlight substantially similar to the Town's standards and
specifications but designed to accommodate wireless antennas and accessory
equipment or a pre-approved design pursuant to Section R of this policy. If
there are no existing streetlights in the immediate vicinity, the applicant may
install a metal or composite decorative pole capable of concealing all the
accessory equipment either within the pole or within an enclosure integrated
into the base of the pole. The centerline of the new pole shall be consistent with
the location of other existing poles or street trees relative to the edge of the
paved road. The pole height shall not exceed 32 feet in overall height above
ground level adjacent to the base of the pole. The pole diameter shall not
exceed 18 inches and any base enclosure shall not exceed 24 inches.

4.

No WCF, other infrastructure deployment or any related equipment,
appurtenance or improvement shall be permitted in a location that interferes
with or impedes any: (a) worker access to any above-ground or underground
infrastructure for traffic control, streetlight or public transportation, including
without limitation any curb control sign, parking meter, vehicular traffic sign or
signal, pedestrian traffic sign or signal, barricade reflectors; (b) access to any
public transportation vehicles, shelters, street furniture or other improvements
at any public transportation stop; (c) worker access to above-ground or
underground infrastructure owned or operated by any public or private utility
agency; (d) access to any fire hydrant or water valve; (e) access to any doors,
gates, sidewalk doors, passage doors, stoops or other ingress and egress
points to any building or other structure appurtenant to the rights-of-way; (f)
access to any fire escape; or (g) access to any driveway or entryway to any
private property that abuts the public rights-of-way.

5.

Equipment placed above ground, whether pole-mounted or ground-mounted,
shall be placed so as to avoid, to the extent technically feasible, prominent
visibility from the driveways, entryways and windows associated with residential
dwellings. Applicants are encouraged to consult with Town staff in advance to
evaluate potential visibility issues. As a general matter, but not as a rule,
locations as close to the common property line between adjoining properties as
possible will likely comply with this requirement.
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D. WCFs proposed on private property should be collocated with existing WCFs on
private property, if within one thousand five hundred feet of an existing WCF on
private property, unless the town determines that the particular design proposed
would not create excessive visual clutter or would otherwise create harms the town
may ameliorate or the applicant demonstrates by clear and convincing evidence
that collocation with any such existing WCF would be technically infeasible. WCFs
within the public rights-of-way should be collocated with existing WCFs within the
public rights-of-way, if within 750 feet of an existing WCF within the public rights-ofway, unless the town determines that the particular design proposed would not
create excessive visual clutter or would otherwise create harms the town may
ameliorate or the applicant demonstrates by clear and convincing evidence that
collocation with any such existing WCF would be technically infeasible.
E. A WCF or other infrastructure deployment located in the public rights-of-way:
1.

Shall place all equipment (other than antennas) underground in any (i) location
either within a designated underground utility district; (ii) area where
substantially all existing utilities within 1,500 feet from the site are already
located underground; or (iii) location where the additional above-ground
equipment would incommode the public's use of the public rights-of-way in a
manner inconsistent with applicable law. For the purposes of this Policy, an
area shall be considered one in which "substantially all existing utilities within
1,500 feet from the site are already located underground" when the there are
no overhead lines along the public rights-of-way in front of abutting properties
even when existing overhead lines are located within private utility easements
outside the public rights-of-way (such as in the case of backyard utility poles).
All undergrounded accessory equipment must be installed in an
environmentally controlled vault that is load-rated to meet the Town's standards
and specifications. Underground vaults located beneath a sidewalk must be
constructed with a slip-resistant cover. Vents for airflow shall be flush-to-grade
when placed within the sidewalk and may not exceed two feet above grade
when placed off the sidewalk. Applicants shall not be permitted to install an
underground vault in a location that would cause any existing tree to be
materially damaged or displaced unless the city manager specifically approves
the proposed location and the applicant provides and plants a replacement tree
of a type and in a location acceptable to the city manager.

2.

Shall, with respect to its pole-mounted components, be located on an existing
or replacement streetlight or an existing utility pole serving another utility;
provided, however, that if no streetlight or utility pole exists within 500 feet from
the proposed site location and the applicant is authorized to construct new pole
in the public rights-of-way, the applicant may propose a new, non-replacement
pole consistent with the provisions in Section C.

3.

Shall not, with respect to its pole-mounted components, protrude from the
surface of the pole more than 18 inches.

4.

Shall be concealed within a shroud that has been painted and textured to be
consistent with other existing natural or manmade features in the public rights-
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of-way near the location where the infrastructure is to be located. All antennas
and associated mounting equipment, hardware, cables or other connecters
must be completely concealed within an opaque antenna shroud or radome.
The antenna shroud or radome must be painted a flat, non-reflective color to
match the underlying support structure. Shrouds or radomes must taper to the
pole or other support structure.
5.

Shall, with respect to its pole-mounted components, conform to the following
height restrictions: (a) for installations on existing or replacement joint utility
poles , the pole-mounted equipment shall not exceed the minimum separation
from electrical lines required by applicable safety regulations, plus four feet;
and (b) for all other installations on structures in the public rights-of-way, four
feet above the existing support structure.

6.

Shall not be permitted with any individual antenna that exceeds three cubic feet
in volume or any antennas that cumulatively exceed six cubic feet in volume.
The volume calculation shall include the antenna, any radios physically
integrated with the antenna, any mounting hardware and any shroud or
radome.

7 . All accessory equipment installed above ground level shall not cumulatively
exceed: (a) nine cubic feet in volume if installed in a residential district; or (b) 17
cubic feet in volume if installed in a non-residential district. The volume
calculation shall include any shroud , cabinet or other concealment device used
in connection with the accessory equipment. The volume calculation shall not
include any equipment or other improvements placed underground .
8.

To reduce clutter and deter vandalism, excess fiber optic or coaxial cables shall
not be spooled, coiled or otherwise stored on the pole outside equipment
cabinets or shrouds.

9.

Shall use flat-rate electric service or other method that obviates the need for a
separate above-grade electric meter. If flat-rate service is not available,
applicants may install a shrouded smart meter. The city manager shall not
approve a separate ground-mounted electric meter pedestal.

10. Shall not permanently displace any landscaping or cause any street trees to be
trimmed , damaged or displaced. If any landscaping or street trees are damaged
or displaced , the applicant shall be responsible, at its sole cost and expense, to
plant and maintain replacement trees at the site for five years or the duration of
the permit term (whichever is longer). Likewise, new infrastructure and/or
associated equipment shall not prevent the planting or replanting of a street
tree in the future .
11 . Shall not encroach onto or over any private or other property outside the public
rights-of-way without the property owner's express written consent.
12. Shall not encroach onto or over the surface of the roadway within the public
rights-of-way.
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13. Shall not be approved on any existing structure if the additional equipment
would reduce the excess structural or wind loading capacity to levels deemed
unsafe by generally accepted engineering practices.
14. Shall not be approved if any proposed attachments to a Town-owned pole
would encroach upon space reserved for the Town's use or would interfere with
the Town's ability to perform its municipal functions.
15. Shall not be approved if the proposed attachments would alter any
streetlighting pattern; provided, however, that this provision shall not prevent
the Town from approving a new streetlight with illumination patterns that are
consistent with the General Plan, the Code, this policy and any standards and
specifications promulgated by the City Engineer.
16. Shall not be placed within any sight distance triangles at any intersections.
17. Shall be placed at least 15 feet away from any intersection , alleyway, driveway
or established pedestrian pathway to a residential structure appurtenant to the
public rights-of-way.
18. Shall not be permitted to use any overhead lines that traverse the roadway,
whether the proposed infrastructure deployment is located within an
underground utility district or not.
19. Shall not be permitted with permanent standby power generators; provided,
however, that the facility may include an Appleton socket or similar connection
for a temporary generator that may be permitted during emergencies subject to
any other applicable laws.
20. Shall not be permitted in any location that is closer to any residential dwelling
than the average front yard setback for properties within 500 feet from the
proposed site.
21 . Shall not be permitted if any light or light fixture associated with the deployment
shines or illuminates any areas on private properties. All lights and light fixtures
must be aimed and shielded so that their illumination effects are directed
downwards and confined within the public rights-of-way in a manner consistent
with any other standards and specifications by the city engineer. No flashing
lights or indicators shall be permitted.
F.

The pole-mounted components of a WCF or other infrastructure deployment on a
streetlight, traffic signal, utility pole or similar support structure shall , whether on
private property or within the public the rights-of-way:
1.

Comply with all applicable CPUC General Orders, including Without limitation
General Order 95 and General Order 128, as each may be amended or
replaced ;
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2.

Be consistent with the size and shape of pole-mounted equipment installed on
utility poles near the WCF or other infrastructure deployment.

3.

Be installed flush to the pole to minimize the overall visual profile. If any
applicable health and safety regulations prohibit flush-mounted equipment, the
maximum separation permitted between the accessory equipment and the pole
shall be the minimum separation required by such regulations, but in no event
more than 4 inches from the pole. Any gap between pole-mounted equipment
and the pole must be covered by opaque panels (or "wings") that are integrated
into the equipment shroud and conceal the gap.

4.

Be placed and oriented to minimize the overall visual profile when viewed from
properties that abut the public rights-of-way. To that end, pole-mounted
equipment may be installed behind street, traffic or other signs to the extent
that the installation complies with applicable public health and safety
regulations. If all orientations would be equally visible from abutting properties
as determined by the city manager, and no existing signage can conceal the
attachments, the default orientation will be away from the view of oncoming
traffic on the side of the street where the installation is proposed.

5.

Not involve external conduits or risers. All cables, wires and other connectors
must be routed through conduits within the pole, and all conduit attachments,
cables, wires and other connectors must be concealed from public view. To the
extent that cables, wires and other connectors cannot be routed through the
pole, applicants shall route them through a single external conduit or shroud
that has been finished to match the underlying support structure.

6.

Shall be centered on the pole and no wider than 1.5 times the diameter of the
pole.

7.

Shall be mounted so that the lowest portion of the lowest attachment is no less
than eight feet above the established grade.

G. The ground-mounted components of a WCF or other infrastructure shall, whether
on private property or within the public the rights-of-way:
1.

To the extent the structures are utility boxes within the meaning of this Code,
be reviewed and subject to the same approvals as utility boxes installed in
connection with other infrastructure deployments; and

2.

Shall be located flush to grade where necessary to avoid incommoding the
public, or creating a hazard ;

3.

To the extent permitted above ground , shall otherwise be shrouded and painted
and textured (or wrapped) to blend with the streetscape and landscape around
the site. Whenever possible, above ground equipment components should be
placed behind landscaped features in the right-of-way to further conceal the
equipment and blend in with the surroundings. Non-reflective paints shall be
used on all painted surfaces.
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4.

Equipment shrouds at the base of a pole shall: (a) not exceed 24 inches wide
on any side and 48 inches high ; (b) be consistent with any standards and
specifications by the City Engineer for decorative pole bases or, if no such
standards or specifications exist, shall be designed to mimic the pole to which it
is attached ; (c) not have any flat surface area on the top of the shroud greater
than two square inches to prevent objects from being placed on the shroud;
and (d) include a tapered or decorative transition between the top of the basemounted shroud and the pole.

H. Unless it is determined that there is no more preferred and technically feasible
alternative or it is determined that the town is legally required to approve an
application , the city manager may not approve an application for a support structure
whose highest point would be more than thirty-five feet above surrounding ground
level except as follows :
1.

The support structure is an existing support structure, was taller than thirty-five
feet above the immediate surrounding ground level on January 1, 2014, and the
extension will not be higher than ten feet above the highest point of the support
structure or wireless tower and attachments thereto in existence on January 1,
2014;

2.

The support structure and all attachments thereto will be concealed, whose
height and design is consistent with the surrounding features it mimics.

I.

[intentionally omitted from this draft policy]

J.

WCFs and other infrastructure deployments shall be designed and located to
minimize the impact on the surrounding neighborhood, and to maintain the
character and appearance of the town, consistent with other provisions of the Code
and this policy. To that end, WCFs and other infrastructure deployments should :
1.

Employ the smallest and lowest profile equipment, placed in the least
conspicuous location when viewed from properties from which the WCF is
visible;

2.

Accommodate collocation or other future expansions or modifications to the
extent feasible and consistent with the other design requirements of this policy;
and

3.

Be consistent with the general plan.

K. Without limiting the foregoing , all portions of a WCF or other infrastructure
deployment affixed to a support structure shall be designed to blend in or be
screened from view in a manner consistent with the support structure's arch itectural
style, color and materials, when viewed from any part of the town. Visible surfaces
on WCFs and other infrastructure deployments shall be painted and textured or
otherwise camouflaged to match the color and texture of the support structure on
which they are mounted. Where the support structure is a building, the WCF,
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including without limitation base station cabinets, remote transmitters and receivers,
and antenna amplifiers, shall be placed within the building or mounted behind a
parapet screened from public view unless that is not feasible. If the city manager
determines that such in-building placement is not feasible, the equipment shall be
roof-mounted in an enclosure or otherwise screened from public view as approved
by the director.
L.

WCFs and other infrastructure deployments shall not be lighted except with the
authorization of the city manager. The city manager may permit lighting at the
lowest intensity necessary:
1.

For proximity-triggered and/or timer-controlled security lighting;

2.

To comply with regulations for the illumination of the any flag attached to a
WCF or other infrastructure deployment; or

3.

Where such lighting is required by the city manager to protect public health or
welfare, or as part of the concealment for a particular design .

M. No advertising signage shall be displayed on any WCF or other infrastructure
except for government required signs shown in the permit application. Additionally,
site identification, address, warning and similar information plates may be permitted
where approved by the city manager.
N. All infrastructure deployments shall comply with all requirements of the Americans
with Disabilities Act of 1990 ("ADA"), as may be amended or replaced , which
includes without limitation maintaining a clear space at the landing of any curb
ramp .
0. Infrastructure deployments shall not incommode the public (including without
limitation, persons with disabilities) in its use of the public rights-of-way or any
structure within or abutting the public rights-of-way or any portion of the public
rights-of-way.

P. All new wireless towers and base stations shall be concealed. The installation of an
unconcealed wireless tower or base station is prohibited .
Q.

Exposed cables and wiring (including without limitation jumpers and other short
connectors) are never permitted and must be shrouded. All cables and connectors
for telephone, data backhaul, primary electric and other similar utilities must be
routed underground in conduits large enough to accommodate future facilities . The
approval authority shall not approve new overhead utility lines or service drops
merely because compliance with the undergrounding requirements would increase
the project cost. For WCFs and other infrastructure deployments in the public
rights-of-way, undergrounded cables and wires must transition directly into the pole
base without any external doghouse. All cables, wires and connectors between the
underground conduits and the antennas and other accessory equipment shall be
routed through concealed from view within: (1) internal risers or conduits if on a
concrete, composite or similar pole; or (2) a cable shroud or conduit mounted as
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flush to the pole as possible if on a wood pole or other pole without internal cable
space.
R. The Town Council may, upon a recommendation from the city manager, designate
certain pre-approved designs consistent with these design standards. Such preapproved designs may use a specific manufacturer's or vendor's designs as an
illustrative example but shall not specifically require applicants to use any particular
manufacturer or vendor so long as their proposal substantially conforms to the
physical dimensions and appearance in the pre-approved design . Such preapproved designs may be proposed the city manager by a particular service or
infrastructure provider but shall be available to all providers who propose a
conforming WCF or other infrastructure deployment. Pre-approved designs shall be
attached to this policy as exhibits that include, at a minimum , a general description;
physical dimensions for the support structure, antenna shroud and accessory
equipment shrouds; and photographs that depict required design elements and/or
features . Such pre-approved designs may include, without limitation , appropriately
designed street directional signs that are consistent with the other provisions in this
policy and all other laws applicable to street directional signs.

Conditions of approval.
All permits issued for WCFs and other infrastructure deployments, whether approved in
accordance with this Code or deemed-approved or deemed granted by the
operation of law, shall be subject to the standard conditions of approval provided in
this section . The town council may add, remove or modify any conditions of
approval as necessary or appropriate to protect and promote the public health,
safety and welfare.
A.

Within thirty days after installation of a WCF or other infrastructure deployment, the
applicant shall deliver to the city manager a written report that demonstrates that its
facility as constructed and normally-operating fully complies with the conditions of
the permit, including height restrictions, and applicable safety codes, including
structural engineering codes. The demonstration shall be provided in writing to the
city manager containing all technical details to demonstrate such compliance, and
certified as true and accurate by qualified professional engineers, or, in the case of
height or size restrictions , by qualified surveyors. This report shall be prepared by
the applicant and reviewed by the town at the sole expense of the applicant, which
shall promptly reimburse the town for its review expenses. If the facility involves an
antenna subject to FCC regulations for RF exposure, the compliance report shall
contain additional proofs of RF emission compliance as part of the application
process and on an ongoing basis to the extent the town may do so consistent with
federal law.
1.

If the initial report required by this section shows that the WCF or other
infrastructure deployment does not so comply, the permit shall be deemed
suspended , and all rights thereunder of no force and effect, until the applicant
demonstrates to the town's satisfaction that the WCF or other infrastructure
deployment is compliant. Applicant shall promptly reimburse the town for its
compliance review expenses.
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2.

If the initial report required by this section is not submitted within the time
required, the city manager or its selected and qualified professionals may, but
is not required to, undertake such investigations as are necessary to prepare
the report described in paragraph A. Applicant shall within five days after
receiving written notice from the city manager that the town is undertaking the
review, shall deposit such additional funds with the city manager to cover the
estimated cost of the town obtaining the report . Once said report is obtained by
the town , the town shall then timely refund any unexpended portion of the
applicant's deposit. The report shall be provided to the applicant. If the report
shows that the applicant is non-compliant, the town may suspend the permit
until the applicant demonstrates to the town's satisfaction that the WCF or other
infrastructure deployment is compliant. During the suspension period, the
applicant shall be allowed to activate any transmitting antenna(s) for short
periods, not to exceed one hundred twenty minutes during any twenty-four hour
period, for the purpose of testing and adjusting the antennas to come into
compliance.

3.

If the WCF or other infrastructure deployment is not brought into compliance
promptly, the town may revoke the permit and require removal of the facility
and all related equipment and improvements to return the site to its original
condition before the installation or construction occurred.

B. Any validly-issued WCF permit granted hereunder shall be effective for a period of
exactly ten years from the date of issuance, except where a shorter term is
authorized by Cal. Gov. Code Section 65964(b) as may be amended or replaced.
Any renewal application must be tendered to the city manager between three
hundred sixty-five days and one hundred eighty days prior to the expiration of the
current WCF permit, and shall be accompanied by all required application
materials, fees and deposits for a new WCF application as then in effect.
C. As a condition of every permit issued for an infrastructure deployment, the permit
will automatically expire six (6) months from the approval date (the "build-out
period") unless the permittee obtains all other permits and approvals required to
install, construct and/or operate the approved infrastructure facility, which includes
without limitation any permits or approvals required by the any federal, state or local
public agencies with jurisdiction over the subject property, the infrastructure facility
or its use. If this build-out period expires, the City will not extend the build-out period
but the permittee may resubmit a complete application , including all application
fees , for the same or substantially similar project.
D. The permit holder shall also comply with Chapter 12.04 and all other requirements
of this Code.
E.

The permit holder shall obtain and maintain all other applicable permits, approvals,
and agreements necessary to install and operate the infrastructure facility in
conformance with federal , state, and local laws, rules and regulations. The
permittee expressly acknowledges and agrees that this obligation is intended to be
broadly construed and that no other specifi c requirements in these conditions are
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intended to reduce , relieve or otherwise lessen the permittee's obligations to
maintain compliance with all laws. No failure or omission by the town to timely
notice, prompt or enforce compliance with any applicable provision in the
Hillsborough Municipal Code, this policy any permit, any permit condition or any
applicable law or regulation , shall be deemed to relieve, waive or lessen the
permittee's obligation to comply in all respects with all applicable provisions in the
Hillsborough Municipal Code, this policy, any permit, any permit condition or any
applicable law or regulation .
F.

The town or its agents may inspect permitted infrastructure facility(ies) and property
and may enter onto a site to inspect facilities upon reasonable notice to the permit
holder. In case of an emergency or risk of imminent harm to persons or property
within the vicinity of permitted facilities, the town reserves the right to enter upon the
site of the infrastructure facility and to support, disable, or remove those elements
of the infrastructure facility posing an immediate threat to public health and safety.
The permittee, if present, may observe the town 's officers, officials, staff, agents or
other designees while any such inspection or emergency access occurs.

G. The permit holder shall maintain on file with the town and onsite at the infrastructure
facility contact information of all parties responsible for maintenance of the
infrastructure facility.
H. The permit holder and, if applicable, the private property owner shall defend ,
indemnify and hold harmless the town , its agents, officers, officials, and employees:
1.

From any and all damages, liabilities, injuries, losses, costs and expenses and
from any and all claims, demands, lawsuits, writs of mandamus, and other
actions or proceedings brought against the town or its agents, officers, officials,
or employees to challenge, attack, seek to modify, set aside, void or annul the
town 's approval of the permit; and

2.

From any and all damages, liabilities, injuries, losses, costs and expenses and
any and all claims, demands, lawsuits, or causes of action and other actions or
proceedings of any kind or form, whether for personal injury, death or property
damage, arising out of or in connection with the activities or performance of the
permit holder or, if applicable, the private property owner or any of each one's
agents, employees, licensees, contractors, subcontractors, or independent
contractors ((i) and (ii) col lectively are "actions"). Further, permit holders shall
be strictly liable for interference caused by their WCFs with the town's
communications systems. The permit holder shall be responsible for costs of
determining the source of the interference, all costs associated with eliminating
the interference, and all costs arising from third party claims against the town
attributable to the interference ("claims"). In the event the town becomes aware
of any such actions or claims the town shall promptly notify the permit holder
and the private property owner and shall reasonably cooperate in the defense.
It is expressly agreed that the town shall have the right to approve, which
approval shall not be unreasonably withheld, the legal counsel providing the
town's defense, and the property owner and/or permit holder (as applicable)
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shall reimburse town for any costs and expenses directly and necessarily
incurred by the town in the course of the defense.

I.

A permit may be terminated if the town
based on false , misleading or incomplete
permit is no longer enforceable; or if the
permit, or modifies the infrastructure
permission.

J.

The permit holder shall file with the town, and shall maintain in good standing
throughout the term of the permit, a performance bond or other surety or another
form of security for the removal of the infrastructure facility in the event that the use
is abandoned or the permit expires, or is revoked, or is otherwise terminated. The
security shall be in the amount equal to one hundred fifteen percent of the cost of
physically removing the WCF or other infrastructure deployment and all related
facilities and equipment on the site. The permit holder shall reimburse the town for
staff time associated with the processing and tracking of the bond, based on
established hourly rates . Reimbursement shall be paid when the security is posted.

K.

The permit holder shall make a good faith effort to minimize project-related
disruptions to adjacent properties. Site improvement and construction work,
including set-up, loading or unloading of materials or equipment, performed as part
of this project is subject to the provisions of Section 8.32.040. Emergency
maintenance and repairs are exempt from the restricted hours. Violation of this
condition may result in issuance of a stop work order or administrative citations.

L.

In addition to all other standard conditions of approval required under this policy,
and to all conditions of approval permitted under state and federal law that the city
manager may deem appropriate for a specific infrastructure deployment, all Section
6409(a) modifications, whether granted by the city manager under the federal
directive in 47 U.S.C. section 1455(a) or deemed granted by the operation of law,
shall automatically include all the conditions of approval as follows:

determines that the permit was granted
information; if a material provision of the
permit holder violates a condition of the
facility or support structures without

1.

Grant, deemed grant or acceptance of a Section 6409(a) modification permit
shall not renew or extend the permit term for the underlying WCF;

2.

In the event that a court of competent jurisdiction invalidates or limits, in part or
in whole, 47 U.S.C. section 1455(a), such that such statute would not mandate
approval for the collocation or modification granted or deemed granted under a
Section 6409(a) modification permit, such permit shall automatically expire
twelve months from the date of that opinion;

3.

Grant, deemed grant or acceptance of Section 6409(a) modification permit shall
not waive and shall not be construed or deemed to waive the town's standing in
a court of competent jurisdiction to challenge 47 U.S.C. Section 1455(a) or any
Section 6409(a) modification permit issued pursuant to 47 U.S.C. section
1455(a) or this Code.
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M. The site and the facility, including but not limited to all landscaping, fencing and
related transmission equipment, must be maintained in a neat, clean and safe
manner in accordance with all approved plans and conditions of approval. The
permittee shall keep the site area free from all litter and debris at all times.
N. All facilities utilizing antennas must comply with all standards and regulations
relating to RF exposure issued by the FCC or any other federal or state authority
authorized to issue such standards and regulations.
0. All graffiti on facilities must be removed at the sole expense of the permittee within
forty-eight hours after notification from the town.
P.

All infrastructure facilities within the town shall be designed, maintained, and shall
be operated at all times to comply with the provisions of the Code, this policy and
the following other requirements :
1.

Conditions in any permit or license issued by a local, state, or federal agency,
which has jurisdiction over the infrastructure facility;

2.

Rules, regulations, and standards of the state and federal governments and the
town, including without limitation the FCC, the CPUC and the Code;

3.

Easements, covenants, conditions, and/or restrictions on or applicable to the
underlying real property;

4.

Rules, regulations, and standards of the town governing underground utility
districts;

5.

All other laws, codes, and regulations applicable to the infrastructure facility,
including the California Environmental Quality Act (CEQA).

Q. Without limiting the foregoing , all infrastructure facilities shall be maintained in good
working condition and to the visual standards established at the time of approval
over the life of the permit as may be extended. The infrastructure facility and
surrounding area shall remain free from trash , debris, litter, graffiti, and other forms
of vandalism. Any damage shall be repaired as soon as is practicable, and in no
instance more than ten calendar days from the time of notification by the town or
after discovery by the permit holder. If landscaping was required, the landscaping
must be maintained by the permittee.
R.

A permit may be revoked if permittee is not in compliance with permit conditions, if
the permit conditions are not enforceable, or for a failure to comply with any
provision of the Code relating to the permit, or relating to the infrastructure facility
associated with the permit ("default event"). By way of example and not limitation , a
refusal to timely remove facilities located in the rights-of-way where required in
connection with a public works project would be a default event.
1.

The city manager may revoke a permit only after: (i) written notice of the default
event has been provided to the permit holder; and (ii) the permit holder has
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been afforded a reasonable opportunity to cure and comply with its permit, or
demonstrate that no default event occurred .

S.

2.

If the permit holder fails to cure, the city council or the city council through a
designee shall conduct a noticed public hearing where the permit holder shall
be afforded an opportunity to speak and be heard and to provide written
material prior to the hearing . If the city council, after the public hearing, finds
that the infrastructure facility or the permit holder has violated any law
regulating the infrastructure facility or has failed to comply with the
requirements of this chapter, the permit, any applicable agreement or any
condition of approval the city council may revoke the permit.

3.

Upon revocation, the city council may require the removal of the infrastructure
facility or take any other legally permissible action or combination of actions
necessary to protect the health and welfare of the town.

Any permit holder who abandons or discontinues use of an infrastructure facility for
a continuous period of ninety days shall so notify the city manager by certified mail
within thirty days after the ninety day period.
1.

If the city manager believes an infrastructure facility has been abandoned or
discontinued for a continuous period of ninety days, the city manager shall send
a notice of abandonment or discontinuation to the permit holder stating why the
town believes the infrastructure facility to be abandoned or discontinued.
Failure of the permit holder to reply to the city manager in writing within thirty
days after receiving, rejecting, or returning the town's certified letter shall entitle
the city manager to make a determination that the infrastructure facility is, in
fact, abandoned or discontinued.

2.

Upon declaration of the city manager that the infrastructure facility is
abandoned or discontinued, as to private property, the permit holder or owner
of the affected real property shall have ninety days from the date of the
declaration or a further reasonable time as may be approved by the city
manager, within which to complete one of the following actions:

3.

i.

Reactivate use of the infrastructure facility;

ii.

Transfer the rights to use the infrastructure facility to another entity (who
shall be subject to all the provisions of this chapter) and the entity
immediately commences use of the infrastructure facility; or

iii.

Remove the infrastructure facility and any supporting structures installed
solely in connection with the infrastructure facility, and restore the site to be
consistent with the then-existing surrounding area.

If after the ninety day time period set forth in subsection 1 of this section none
of the required actions in subsections 2.i through 2.iii of this section has
occurred, the city council at a noticed public hearing may declare that the
infrastructure facility is deemed abandoned . The city manager shall provide
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notice of such finding to the permit holder last known to use the infrastructure
facility and, if applicable, to the owner of the affected private real property,
providing thirty days from the date of the notice within wh ich to complete one of
the following actions:
i.

Reactivate use of the infrastructure facility, subject to the terms and
conditions of the applicable permit;

ii.

Transfer the rights to use the infrastructure facility to another operator (who
shall be subject to all the provisions of the Code and this policy) ; or

iii.

Remove the infrastructure facility and any supporting structures installed
solely in connection with the infrastructure facility, and restore the site to be
consistent with the then-existing surrounding area.

4.

If there is no reactivation , transfer or removal as set forth in subsection 3 of this
section, the town may thereafter remove the abandoned infrastructure facility,
repair any and all damages to the premises caused by such removal , and
otherwise restore the premises as is appropriate to be in compliance with
applicable codes. If the town removes the infrastructure facility, the town may,
but shall not be required to, store the removed infrastructure facility or any part
thereof, and may use it, sell it or dispose of it in any manner deemed by the
town to be appropriate. The entity that abandoned the infrastructure facility, or
its successor in interest, and if on private property, the private property owner
shall be jointly liable for the entire cost of such removal , repair, restoration and
storage and shall remit payment to the town promptly after demand therefor is
made. In addition, the city council, at its option, may utilize any financial
security required in conjunction with granting the permit to recover such costs.

5.

Until the cost of removal , repair, restoration and storage is paid in full, a lien
shall be placed on the infrastructure facility and any related personal property
and any private real property on which the WCF was located for the full amount
of the cost of removal , repair, restoration and storage. The city clerk shall cause
the lien to be recorded with the San Mateo County recorder.

T. After adequate written notice to the permit holder, the city council may require the
relocation , at the permit holder's expense and according to the then-existing
standards for infrastructure facilities, of any infrastructure facility located in the
rights-of-way, as necessary for maintenance or reconfiguration of the town's rightsof-way or for other public projects, or take any other action or combination of
actions necessary to protect the health and welfare of the town.
1.

If an existing utility pole that hosts a infrastructure facility must be replaced , the
permit holder shall within thirty days after the installation of the replacement
pole either relocate its infrastructure facility in the same configuration on the
replacement pole, or remove the prior-existing infrastructure facility rather than
relocate it, and notify the city manager of the removal , and surrender its permit
for cancellation by the city manager.
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2.

If the permit holder fails to relocate or remove the infrastructure facility as
required by this subsection, the town may elect to treat the infrastructure facility
as a nuisance to be abated as set forth in Section 8.16.035 of the Code.

U. A permit holder shall not assign or transfer any interest in its permit(s) for
infrastructure facility(ies) without advance written notice to the town. The notice
shall specify the identity of the assignee or transferee of the permit, as well as the
assignee or transferee's address, telephone number, name of primary contact
person(s), and other applicable contact information, such as an e-mail address or
facsimile number. The new assignee or transferee shall comply with all of the
permit's terms and conditions of approval, and shall submit to the town a written
acceptance of the permit's terms and conditions and a written assumption of the
obligations thereafter accruing under such permit prior to the date that such
assignment or transfer is intended to take effect.

V.

Throughout the permit term, the permittee must maintain a complete and accurate
copy of the written administrative record , which includes without limitation the
permit application , the approved permit, the approved plans and photo simulations
incorporated into the approval , all conditions associated with this approval, any
ministerial permits or approvals issued in connection with this approval and any
records, memoranda, documents, papers and other correspondence entered into
the public record in connection with the permit (collectively, "records"). If the
permittee does not maintain such records as required in this condition, any
ambiguities or uncertainties that would be resolved by inspecting the missing
records will be construed against the permittee. The permittee shall protect all
records from damage from fires , floods and other hazards that may cause
deterioration . The permittee may keep records in an electronic format; provided,
however, that hard copies or electronic records kept in the town's regular files will
control over any conflicts between such town-controlled copies or records and the
permittee's electronic copies, and complete originals will control over all other
copies in any form. The requirements in this condition shall not be construed to
create any obligation to create or prepare any records not otherwise required to be
created or prepared by other applicable laws. Compliance with the requirements in
this condition shall not excuse the permittee from any other similar record-retention
obligations under applicable law.

W . The permittee shall replace any landscape features damaged or displaced by the
construction , installation , operation, maintenance or other work performed by the
permittee or at the permittee's direction on or about the site. If any trees are
damaged or displaced, the permittee shall hire and pay for a licensed arborist to
select, plant and maintain replacement landscaping in an appropriate location for
the species. Only International Society of Arboriculture certified workers under the
supervision of a licensed arborist shall be used to install the replacement tree(s).
Any replacement tree must be substantially the same size as the damaged tree.
The type, size and location for a replacement tree shall be subject to the city
manager's approval. The permittee shall , at all times, be responsible to maintain
any replacement landscape features.
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X. The permittee acknowledges and agrees that (i) the permittee's request for
authorization to construct, install and/or operate the wireless facility will cause the
Town to incur costs and expenses; (ii) the permittee shall be responsible to
reimburse the City for all costs incurred in connection with the permit, which
includes without limitation costs related to application review, permit issuance, site
inspection and any other costs reasonably related to or caused by the request for
authorization to construct, install and/or operate the wireless facility ; (iii) any
application fees required for the application may not cover all such reimbursable
costs and that the permittee shall have the obligation to reimburse City for all such
costs 10 days after a written demand for reimbursement and reasonable
documentation to support such costs; and (iv) the City shall have the right to
withhold any permits or other approvals in connection with the wireless facility until
and unless any outstanding costs have been reimbursed to the City by the
permittee.
Y. Notwithstanding any term remaining on any WCF permit, if other utilities or
communications providers in the public rights-of-way underground their facilities in
the segment of the public rights-of-way where the permittee's facility is located , the
permittee must also underground its equipment, except the antennas and any
approved electric meter, at approximately the same time. Accessory equipment
such as radios and computers that require an environmentally controlled
underground vault to function shall not be exempt from this condition. WCFs
installed on wood utility poles that will be removed pursuant to the undergrounding
program may be reinstalled on a streetlight that complies with the town's standards
and specifications or other fully concealed pre-approved design pursuant to Section
R of this policy. Such undergrounding shall occur at the permittee's sole cost and
expense except as may be reimbursed through tariffs approved by the state public
utilities commission for undergrounding costs.
Z.

If the commercial electric utility provider adopts or changes its rules obviating the
need for a separate or ground-mounted electric meter and enclosure, the permittee
on its own initiative and at its sole cost and expense shall remove the separate or
ground-mounted electric meter and enclosure. Prior to removing the electric meter,
the permittee shall apply for any encroachment and/or other ministerial permit(s)
required to perform the removal. Upon removal , the permittee shall restore the
affected area to its original condition that existed prior to installation of the
equipment.

AA. The permittee acknowledges that the Town, in its sole discretion and at any time,
may: (i) change any street grade, width or location ; (ii) add, remove or otherwise
change any improvements in, on , under or along any street owned by the Town or
any other public agency, which includes without limitation any sewers, storm drains,
conduits, pipes, vaults, boxes, cabinets, poles and utility systems for gas, water,
electric or telecommunications; and/or (iii) perform any other work deemed
necessary, useful or desirable by the Town (collectively, "Town work"). The Town
reserves the rights to do any and all Town work without any admission on its part
that the Town would not have such rights without the express reservation in this
permit. If the Public Works Director determines that any Town work will require the
permittee's facility located in the public rights-of-way to be rearranged and/or
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relocated, the permittee shall, at its sole cost and expense, do or cause to be done
all things necessary to accomplish such rearrangement and/or relocation . If the
permittee fails or refuses to either permanently or temporarily rearrange and/or
relocate the permittee's facility within a reasonable time after the Public Works
Director's notice, the Town may (but will not be obligated to) cause the
rearrangement or relocation to be performed at the permittee's sole cost and
expense. The Town may exercise its rights to rearrange or relocate the permittee's
facility without prior notice to permittee when the Public Works Director determines
that the Town work is immediately necessary to protect public health or safety. The
permittee shall reimburse the Town for all costs and expenses in connection with
such work within 10 days after a written demand for reimbursement and reasonable
documentation to support such costs.
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